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q  Imminent	crisis	in	healthcare	

o  Chronic	disease	management	in	daily	living	

o  Reduced	number	of	caregivers	

o  Costly	problem	
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Opportunity — eHealth

The growth of Mobile Health
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Opportunity — eHealth

Mobile Health — From Well-Being to Disease Treatments

PROBLEMATIC 
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q  Research	strategy	

o  Leveraging	 on	 ICT	 and	 development	 of	 IoT	 to	 propose	
innovaEve	services	

o  Consider	 the	 city	 as	 an	 extension	 of	 living	 space	 for	 	 smart	
mobility	and	social	inclusion	

o  Focus	on	2	different	major	health	 issues	 related	 to	wellbeing:	
Diabetes	(T2D)	and	Respiratory	chronic	diseases	

q  Pilot	site	oriented	research	

o  Khoo	Tech	Puat	Hospital	

o  Touch	(Senior	AcEvity	Centre)	

RESEARCH STRATEGY 



Athens	(GR)		
Social	interacEons	through	community	centers	

Birmingham	(UK)	
Public	E-services	and	digital	technologies	

Lecce	(IT)	
Daily	acEviEes	in	Public	social	areas	

Madrid	(ES)	
Mobility	in	the	city	and	public	transport	

Montpellier	(FR)	
Indoor/outdoor	assisEve	services	for	ageing	well	

Singapore	(SG)	
Social	acEvity	and	engaged	community	within	the	HDB	

City4age	approach	will	be	deployed	and		
validated	in	6	different	pilot	sites:	

WORLDWIDE 
DEPLOYMENT 

HORIZON	2020	



Detect early signs of frailty 

OUR  
APPROACH 

•  Socialization: places of interest visits, 

senior activity center visits frequency, 

activities attended, shopping patterns 

•  Mobility: going-out frequency and going-out 

length, speed rate, walking steps, walking 

patterns, falls 

•  Activity of Daily Living : active/inactive 

periods/day 

THROUGH	SOCIALIZATION	–	MOBILITY	-	ADL		



LOCAL  
CONTEXT 

HDB	neighbourhood	and	local	faciliEes		

Local Partner 



Senior Activity Center 

EVALUATION 
SURVEY 

Local Partner 

̴74	years	old	
28	elders	(22	acEve,	6	homebound)	

11	young	volunteers	for	2	interview	sessions		



Outdoor activities 

EVALUATION 
SURVEY 

Local Partner 
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•  A	framework	for	Ambient	Assisted	Living	
– Simplify	the	deployment	process	
– Seamlessly	extend	for	mulEple	deployments	
– Design	for	the	end-users	
	
Qualify	and	improve	AcEvity	RecogniEon	

UBISMART -  Challenges 



Activity Recognition 
•  Purpose:	Accurately	recognize	ADL	
•  Inputs:	A	sequence	of	sensor	events	
•  Method:	2	Approaches:	

Data	
Driven1	

Knowledge	
Driven2	

Powerfull	
computaEon,	
based	on	machine	
learning	methods	

Ontological	
representaEon	of	
knowledge	

1	Romain	Endelin,	Stéphane	Renouard,	Thibaut	Tiberghien,	Hamdi	Aloulou,	and	Mounir	Mokhtari.	“Behavior	recogniJon	for	elderly	people	in	
large-scale	deployment”.	In:	Eleventh	InternaJonal	Conference	on	Smart	Homes	and	Health	TelemaJcs	(ICOST	2013).	Springer,	2013,	pp.	61–68.	

2	Romain	Endelin,	Hamdi	Aloulou,	Jos	De	Roo,	Stéphane	Renouard,	Thibaut	Tiberghien,	and	Mounir	Mokhtari.	“ImplementaJon	of	Allen’s	
interval	logic	with	the	semanJc	web”.	In:	Proceedings	of	the	Fi]h	InternaJonal	Conference	on	Management	of	Emergent	Digital	EcoSystems	
(MEDES	2013).	2013,	pp.	252–253.	

Choosing	knowledge-
driven	methods:	
-  Does	not	require	

datasets;	
-  Specific	to	each	user;	
-  Adapted	for	complex-

systems.	



UBISMART -  Framework 
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like Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [6] which predict the
labels of data samples based on similar samples previously
observed; or other learning models such as Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [7]. These methods allow the automatic
extraction of contextual information from sensed data, and
handle uncertainty and temporality aspects quite naturally.
They however have some limitations. Indeed, the machine
learning step is mostly performed in a supervised manner using
labelled data obtained with various laboratory-bound processes
[5]–[7]. These processes are however not applicable for sys-
tems to be deployed in market conditions [8], which raises
the issue of the validity of an average-resident profile learned
in the laboratory. Indeed, some work has been published
showing the low similarity between the lifestyle of elders with
dementia throughout several homes [9]. Unsupervised learning
has been the focus of very recent work and although it shows
encouraging results [9], [10], it has strong limitations since
the results were obtained with the fine-grain deployment of
numerous sensors of different types throughout the house.
Other issues are also mentioned, such as the need for a manual
selection of the number of clusters to be detected having an
impact on the quality of the result and the usability of the
solutions.

From our experience on the dataset gathered in the three
homes in France, it appears that when the contextual infor-
mation provided by sensors is limited, the amount of data is
not sufficient to use traditional data mining techniques and
other statistical methods like HMM. Indeed, they seem to
not perform well due to the low granularity of the context
information available. As for rule-based approaches, classical
implementations need to be made more complex since activi-
ties can no longer be bound to the activation of a given set of
sensors. Mining and statistical methods having a fundamental
issue when using datasets with low granularity, and due to
our no cold-start constraint, we have decided to pursue with
rule-based methods. These methods are generally based on
both expert knowledge and common sense to model and infer
activities of elderly residents. They use knowledge engineering
techniques to collect domain knowledge and represent it in
reusable data structures that are understandable and com-
putable by machines. A number of technologies are available
therefore, from a straight forward imperative approach using
e.g. Java or Prolog, to declarative approaches permitting a
more efficient separation between application logic and under-
lying models [11]. Declarative methods span from numerous
Domain Specific Languages (DSL) providing non-standard
modelling and rules languages [12], [13] to Semantic Web
technologies offering standardized languages and syntaxes
with state of the art modelling and reasoning capabilities based
on Description Logic (DL) [14], [15]. Although this choice
represents an important trade-off on the effort to be put at the
design phase, we have decided to use semantic technologies
as it enhances the reusability and adaptability of the system. It
seemed to us that this choice was unavoidable when targeting
a deployment of more than just a dozen of homes. A complete
description of the technological alternatives is provided in [15]
with a state of the art of semantic reasoners, leading to our
choice of Euler YAP Engine (EYE) reasoning engine [16],
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Fig. 1. Semantic Model (T-Box) for a Stripped-Down Activity Inference

the Notation3 (N3) language [17] and the Notation3 Logic
(N3Logic) logical framework [18].

B. Semantic Model for the Activity Inference

The terms Terminological Box (TBox) and Assertional Box
(ABox) are used to describe two different types of state-
ments in ontologies. TBox statements provide a conceptual
description of a system or domain in terms of classes and
properties; hence defining a vocabulary. ABox statements are
TBox-compliant statements about individuals constituting this
system or domain. TBox statements are sometimes associated
with object-oriented classes and ABox statements associated
with instances of these classes. Together, these statements
make up a knowledge base.

1) Terminological Box: The strong constraints imposed on
the hardware part of our system impose a tranfer of complexity
towards the software part in charge of the activity inference.
This complexity is handled mainly by the rules used in our
framework, described in section II-C, and which are our main
contribution. We present in Figure 1 the model dedicated to
this contribution. Note that only the TBox is illustrated here.
Some extracts of the complementary ABox will be given
further using the N3 syntax.

The model (Figure 1) provides a vocabulary for the de-
scription of the deployment’s environment. The environment
is composed of resources of the class Room representing the
different rooms in which residents can be detected (relation
detectedIn) and resources of the class Object represent-
ing objects they can use (relation useNow). Room resources
(subsequently referred as rooms) are part of a House re-
source (subsequently referred as house) where the resident
lives (relations partOf and liveIn) and are sub-classified
according to their function (relation subClassOf). Until the
end of this paragraph, we will use the convention that classes
are referred to by a word with a first letter in uppercase (e.g.
Class) and its resources by the class name in lowercase (e.g.
class or classes). Relations will be represented by a camel
cased word surrounded by brackets (e.g. (propertyOf)). The
objects can optionally be (locatedIn) a specific house
or room. The vocabulary also allows for the description of

Semantic Model (T-Box)  
for a Stripped-Down Activity Inference 

Tiberghien,	T.,	M.	Mokhtari,	H.	Aloulou,	and	J.	Biswas,	"SemanJc	Reasoning	in	Context-Aware	AssisJve	Environments	to	Support	Ageing	with	
DemenJa",	11th	InternaJonal	SemanJc	Web	Conference	(ISWC),	LNCS,	vol.	7650,	Boston,	MA,	USA,	Springer,	pp.	212-227,	11/2012.	

Using	ontological	models:	

•  SemanEc	web	technologies;	

•  OWL-DL	/	N3	formalism;		

•  Euler	Rule	Engine.	
•  Includes	both	model	and	reasoning:	
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UbiSMART’s Original Reasoning
Engine

• Using ontological models:
• Semantic web technologies;
• OWL-DL / N3 formalism;
• Euler Rule Engine.

• Includes both model and reasoning:

Model
hom:resident_a a :Resident ;

:detectedIn hom:outside ;
:name "A" ;
:residentIn hom:house_a .

hom:sensor_bedroomMotion a :MotionSensor ;
:deployedIn hom:room_bedroom ;
:id "Bedroom Motion"@en .

hom:sensor_mainDoorSensor a :ContactSensor ;
:attachedTo hom:door_bedroom-outside ;
:id "Main Door Sensor"@en .

Reasoning

{
?u qol:detectedIn ?r.
?r a qol:Livingroom.
?r qol:motionMeasured ?m.
?m math:notLessThan 2

} => {
hom:watchtv :getScore 7.

}.

Model	
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Reasoning	



Perspectives 

•  Change	of	behavior	and	risk	qualificaEon	
(MCI/Frailty)	

•  Ethics	approval	–	ongoing	
•  Afer	a	pre-deployment,	deployment	in	3	
homes	

•  Uncertainty	management:	from	physical	
characterisEcs	of	the	sensors	to	logical	
uncertainty	


